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Get the SympliFi app
Get the app


The Smart Way 
to Manage Money Back Home
Arrange credit in Africa with instant approval.
Send money & airtime at best rates. Earn rewards!

[image: ]Scan the QR to download
or
[image: ]Get it on iPhone
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[image: ]Arrange Loans Back Home
A secured credit card for loved ones.
5% cash rewards for you


[image: ]Send Money
Instant local and international transfers. Great rates

[image: ]Send Airtime & Earn 5%
Send airtime globally at best rates and earn rewards!




[image: ]Rated Excellent
[image: ]TrustScore 4.6

[image: ]This App is a much needed one
[image: ]I have been able to support people without the worry of sending money. The process is fast and my collateral was safely released to me after one of the borrowers repaid. Customer service is also excellent. 
I totally recommend this App 200%.
T.J. - UK
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Credit on Demand in Africa
The only app that lets you arrange loans back home!

You can now help friends and family back home get instant access to low-interest loans for their life and business needs, anytime they need cash.
[image: ]Continuous access to cash

[image: ]Help build financial independence

[image: ]No fees. No transfers

[image: ]Earn 5% cash rewards


Learn more
[image: ]See how it works
[image: ]See how it works
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Call us and we’ll be happy to guide you!
9am-5pm GMT+1, Monday-Friday
[image: ]+44 20 3920 8947
[image: ]+44 77 6024 3347
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Why Customers Choose SympliFi
[image: ]With the loan I was able to buy more goods for my business and get more profit, so my quality of life really improved.
*Survey of SympliFi borrowers conducted by independent Impact Measurement firm, 60 Decibels


[image: ]3 out of 4


improved their quality of life


[image: ]82%


increased their business income


[image: ]91%


said it was the best choice for credit




*Survey of SympliFi borrowers conducted by independent Impact Measurement firm, 60 Decibels

[image: ]Peter in Italy
Earned $500 in rewards helping family in Nigeria access credit for their manufacturing business.



[image: ]Mojoyinola in France
Earned €60 in airtime rewards, and also helps her sister access small working capital loans for her recycling business.



[image: ]Leonard in the UK
Earned £250 in rewards for helping his cousin in Nigeria access flexible, low-cost credit which grew his business by 50%.



[image: ]Dr. Tarebi in the UK
Calls SympliFi a ‘Win-Win’ because the low-cost credit he arranges for family members helps make them financially independent.
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Help yourself while helping loved ones back home
Earn 5% cash rewards
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OUR PARTNERS:
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[image: ]CONTACT US
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Terms & Conditions
Services Terms
Privacy Policy
Symplifi Ltd., Company Number 10872479 from the Registrar of Companies for England and Wales
Address: Unit 6, Queens Yard, White Post Lane, London, E9 5EN
Payment and e-wallet services provided by Rapyd (trading name CashDash UK Limited) authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority as an eMoney Institute (EMI) with license number 900769.


Sign up to stay up to date on latest SympliFi news

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.



















